BIG DATA ANALYTICS

Data Accelerator: Speeding
Your Time to Big Data Value
Apache Hadoop* software and other elements
of the Hadoop ecosystem offer new ways
to improve data analytics and capture value,
ranging from tighter operations to higher
sales. But where do you start? How do you
intelligence (BI) strategy? And how can you
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are outgrowing the traditional data
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at traditional analytics processes that are
starting to miss their service-level
costs are rising as data volumes grow. Sears
Holdings migrated key aspects in the price

spectrum of enterprises at MetaScale.
MetaScale is a data accelerator that provides
technology, solutions, and expertise to help

warehouse into a Hadoop environment. We
found we could process 100 times the

Data as an Asset
Finding Value with Big Data
Hadoop isn’t a traditional analytics platform.
As a simple yet powerful framework for

types, larger data volumes, and rapidly
reducing costs. It doesn’t replace your

When is Hadoop the right choice

What We Did

environment removes many constraints
that mainframe analytics environments
have forced us to live with, particularly
around cost, performance, and functionality.
start-up penalties on data collection. Before
you could collect data, you had to ask
yourself, “What data source do I have? How
do I strip it and put it into third normal form
With Hadoop, you don’t need to determine
the data scheme in advance. You can ask,
and running. You still need to ensure that
the data you’re capturing is clean and

example, social media conversations or chat
scripts of call center interactions can help
that’s not going as well as you’d like, or

Holdings’ legacy infrastructure and
analytics environment. MetaScale
offers infrastructure and services to
develop your enterprise competency
with Hadoop, support your legacy

Data is an asset in its own right.
Planning for new services and
applications should include a review
of data collection options.

to manage new data types, larger
data volumes, and real-time analytics
requirements while reducing costs.

steps as you go.

Data is a
their infrastructure, and choosing
a performance-tuned Hadoop

Real-time analysis of streaming machine
from potential security threats to optimal
patterns of energy use.

Holdings to share the expertise we

data while you determine whether or how

guidelines and meets management
and security requirements.

design any new service or application,
you need to examine what data you can
collect and where it can provide value.

Apache
Pig*, Apache Hive*, and other Hadoop
programming tools share many

to the enterprise as the application’s or
service’s targeted use.

programming languages. Mainframe
programmers are often pleasantly

security. And we use the Intel® Solid-State
this access layer to speed the ingestion of

into Hadoop environments.
of MetaScale’s customers choose the Intel®

We
recommend selecting a simple,
straightforward use case that will deliver
value for the enterprise. Articulate the
of this use case to experience the power of
Hadoop, demonstrate success, and start

data that it’s easy to get distracted.
Keep your focus on that initial use case
as you implement it and work to deliver

A data accelerator
such as MetaScale can help you identify
expertise, deliver value quickly, and
create a long-term strategy and road
map for data analytics.
Hadoop
infrastructure with high performance,

source standards. Customers in securityencryption support and other security
Customers who manage their own Hadoop

Manager for Apache Hadoop software.

PowerEdge* R720xd servers with
the Intel® Xeon® processor E5 family.
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